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Abstract

Research on secure positioning in wireless networks
aims at achieving high precision and security, most
often throwing expensive hardware and lengthy in-
stallation procedures at the task. In this project,
we’re turning things around and study localization
potential using pre-deployed IEEE 802.11 access
points and fingerprint localization on off-the-shelf
devices. More specifically, we adapt standard fin-
gerprint localization to be scalable and heuristically
detect malicious access point in a distributed fash-
ion, through gossip protocols. Evaluation is per-
formed both on large-scale software simulation and
concrete implementation on the handheld devices.

1 Introduction

With the apparent evolution of network devices to-
wards highly portable, mobile and even pervasive
computing, localization methods are intensely stud-
ied. Clearly, the importance of such a concept is
neither new nor unexpected, as solutions ranging
from the sextant to low-orbit satellite networks il-
lustrate.

Nevertheless, the increasing availability of low-
cost devices such as Wireless Access Points and
the integration of corresponding receivers in most
modern handheld devices span new horizons. Lo-
calization using existing technologies, such as the
ubiquitous IEE 802.11 standards, are of particular
interest as they require a minimal amount invest-
ment. Several commercial vendors provide solu-
tions allowing localization from a smart phone or
PDA using measurements from received signals and
centralized databases.

It appears however that past research has focused
primarily on factors such as precision, cost and ac-
curacy1 often relegating concepts such as scalability
and security to second-order priorities. [6]

Our motivation is thus three-fold:

• Research potential scalability and security is-
sues in the known fingerprint localization
method.

• Evaluate possible solutions by software simu-
lation, and finally

• Test concepts in realistic environments by us-
ing embedded devices.

Section 2 presents the relevant concepts and
their eventual shortcomings. Section 3 presents
our proposed architecture to address the identified
problems, along with the corresponding algorithms.
Section 4.1 presents the development choices while
Section 4.2 evaluates the results of both simulation
and deployment on embedded devices. Finally, Sec-
tion 5 will conclude by highlighting possible future
research areas.

2 Concepts

Considering the amount and heterogeneity of re-
search on distributed localization, it is essential to
clearly identify the boundaries of our work and its
underlying concepts. We will first present two fun-
damental concepts on which our analysis is based,
namely Fingerprint localization and Gossip proto-
cols, prior to identifying the challenges presented
by the former.

1Precision being “how close” the measure is to its true
value, and accuracy its reproducibility.
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2.1 Fingerprint Localization

One of the earliest proposed localization techniques
based on existing 802.11 infrastructure, fingerprint
localization has been studied for over a decade [1].
Even though its detailed specifications can vary and
grow in complexity, the fundamental idea is quite
straightforward:

Training An initial phase is necessary, dur-
ing which the target environment (building,
floor,. . . ) is sampled at various locations. The
deployed infrastructure is supposed to be ad-
equately stationary, such that a large set of
signal samples can be considered as represen-
tative. Hence, for a given location ~x, it is
possible to compute a sample vector s(~x) =
(p(~x, api), p(~x, apj), . . .), where p(~x, api) is the
measure at ~x of a signal emanating from an
access point api.2

Research has shown that the nature of the
measure is critical to the precision of this
method, but suggests several different values,
such as power level of Signal/Noise ratios. Our
deployment measures power levels in dBm, as
returned by the operating system’s kernel.

Querying Following the training phase, the set S
of all sample vectors is assumed to exist in
the system. Past work suggests deploying S
on the network infrastructure and relying on
client-server type access. In such a scenario,
nodes compute a sample vector for their posi-
tion, transmit it to the system and receive a
reply with their estimated position.

For reasons that are now obvious, the set S
of all sample vectors computed during the
training phase will be referred as the sample
database.

2.2 Gossip protocols

Gossip, or epidemic, protocols have been proposed
as efficient probabilistic distribution protocols for
distribution systems [2] and are ubiquitous in peer-
to-peer applications. In its simplest scheme, gossip-
ing relies on periodic broadcasts of small, random
subsets of data by every participant. The resulting

2Note that the location of the access point is neither
known nor needed.

redundancy potentially increases availability, while
reducing the dependency on centralized services.

However, as no single entity can be expected to
hold all data, availability is only eventally achieved.
Although several schemes have been propoped to
enhance performance [4] or decrease overhead [3],
our evaluation in Section 4.2 and analytical evalu-
ations confirm that availability increases exponen-
tially with connectivity, such that most connected
participants can acquire all data in O(log(N))
steps.

2.3 Issues

2.3.1 Scalability

The original fingerprint localization technique as
described in Section 2.1 is hardly scalable:

• Triangulation of a node’s position from its
sample vector is done by the infrastructure,
hence putting the burden of computation on a
centralized entity.

• The process is not transparent to the infras-
tructure, as either an application layer deploy-
ment or customized access points are neces-
sary.

Therefore, we propose, implement and evaluate
a fully decentralized solution that separates partic-
ipating components from standard hardware. The
increased flexibility and decreased cost of deploy-
ing such techniques on Off-the-Shelf equipment in-
creases its potential for uses outside the comfort of
specifically tailored laboratories.

The sample database obtained during the train-
ing phase is now accessible through a small sub-
set of participants, called smart nodes. It is dis-
tributed over the network by location-aware gossip
broadcasting: nodes transmit messages including a
subset of their current state of knowledge. In order
to further reduce the expected time for an accu-
rate localization, the subset is selected by choosing
known sample vectors with likelihood inversely pro-
portional to the exponential of their distance.

2.3.2 Security

In order for it to be viable and deployable, a local-
ization technique should be resilient to both mali-
cious and selfish nodes. A few examples include:
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Falsification Forwarding an incorrect sample vec-
tor, instead of a genuine database entry.

Free-riding Not forwarding any vector, but listen-
ing to other clients’ transmissions. Although
not seemingly critical, such behavior can crip-
ple the distribution of the sample database,
bringing the system to a stand still.

In the absence of a central authority, true au-
thentication is difficult to achieve: even public key
cryptography cannot be scaled if every participant
must either know in advance or verify identities in
a central entity.

Nevertheless, issues related to node misbehav-
iors have been extensively studied in the context
of peer-to-peer systems, and can often be miti-
gated by appropriate usage of cryptographic prim-
itives [17]. Successful approaches are mentioned
below for completeness:

• Identity verification can be thwarted by ran-
dom walks on overlay networks

• Public/Private key pairs can sign messages
and constitute Proofs of Misbehavior. Major-
ity voting algorithms then allow misbehaving
nodes to be excluded by other nodes upon re-
ception of their misbehavior’s proof.

Adversary Model Since most security and self-
ishness issues linked to a node’s behavior have been
studied, if not solved, we will focus on an infras-
tructure adversary.

Under this model, we will assume the adversary
can spoof any access point. Since access points are
not customized, there is no specific requirement be-
sides regular 802.11 spoofing.

However, it is assumed that falsification is still
impossible. Indeed, considering that access points
can falsify database entries whereas nodes can’t
would violate our prior equality axiom. It follows
that if a scheme exists such that a false entry can
be detected, then it is so regardless of its sender.

In Section 3, we will propose a heuristic spoofing
detection algorithm to thwart such attacks.

3 Architecture

Having identified two main issues related to fin-
gerprint localization, namely scalability and access

point spoofing, we propose a system based on the
architecture illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Architecture of the system.

3.1 Training

An initial, one-time phase, is necessary to sample to
target environment and build the sample database
presented in Section 2.1. Typically, this operation
is accomplished manually by

1. Sampling the area at meaningful positions

2. Extracting signal statistics (median strength,
variance,. . . )

3. Applying a validity threshold

4. Storing the resulting sample vector in the
database.

Note that this operation assumes a level of sig-
nal stationarity that cannot be guaranteed. Phys-
ical and temporal considerations can furthermore
invalidate this assumptions (e.g. moving furniture,
building walls). Yet it is commonly accepted that,
if the database is properly maintained and updated,
such assumptions can be considered to eventually
hold, albeit in a weak way at best.

To allow system scalability, the resulting sample
database is distributed using location-aware gossip-
ing:

• Nodes participate in the gossip protocol by
broadcasting messages at Gaussian time inter-
vals, in order to mitigate simultaneous medium
access.
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• From their internal database, nodes select a
subset of at most nmax entries. An entry
~si corresponding to a sample vector taken at
position ~xi is selected with likelihood pi ≈
| ~xest − ~xi|−1, increasing local awareness.

• System bootstrapping is possible by assuming
a set of smart nodes collectively hold all rel-
evant data, at least long enough for it to be
disseminated. This property set aside, smart
nodes participate as regular nodes, thus requir-
ing no specialized software or firmware.

3.2 Matching

In the proposed scheme, determining a node’s posi-
tion implies finding a database sample that matches
the sensed signal ~s. Under our simplified signal
model, this is equivalent to solving a Minimum Dis-
tance [5] problem under the observation ~s for a set
of hypothesis ~si.

3.3 Spoofing Detection

Finally we propose a distributed heuristic algo-
rithm in order to address the security issue pre-
sented in Section 2.3.2. This approach is illustrated
by a typical scenario below, and summarized in Al-
gorithm 1.

1. Consider two neighboring nodes, n1 and n2.
The former is within reach of an impostor ac-
cess point ap′1 whereas the latter isn’t.

2. We require that nodes regularly broadcast con-
nectivity messages to their direct neighbors, in
addition to the sample database gossip mes-
sages. These include a representation of their
sender’s sample vector.

Therefore, at some point, n1 will receive a con-
nectivity message from n2 containing the lat-
ter’s signal measurements, s( ~n2).

3. Note that if the impostor ap′1 and the target
(spoofed) access point ap1 don’t have any com-
mon neighboring access points, then the sam-
ple vector at n1 will contain a set of access
points api that doesn’t correspond to any sam-
ple vector in the database.

If the impostor and the target share a neigh-
bor (including themselves), our approach can-
not distinguish between them in the region of
overlap. It is a limitation by design, which
we believe is mitigated by the fact that access
points with common neighbors cannot be very
far, and remain within the broad precision of
fingerprint localization.

4. Given that it cannot find a database entry, and
by comparing its sample vector to its neigh-
bor’s, n1 suspects any node present in his sam-
ple vector and missing from his neighbor’s, in-
cluding ap′1.

5. By proceeding iteratively, n1 searches the
database for entries without the suspected ac-
cess points. Eventually, it will find a cor-
responding entry, and his suspicion will be
reflected in his subsequent connectivity mes-
sages.

6. Naturally, it may happen that a correct ac-
cess point is suspected and dismissed. Never-
theless, a node will eventually see all database
entries with high likelihood (as shown in Sec-
tion 4.2) and find an entry rehabilitating the
correct access point.

Under the no-falsification assumption, there
can be no false database entries, thus excluding
a misbehaving access point from being rehabil-
itated.

Algorithm 1 summarizes this approach.
Input: s(~x) = {p(~x, api), p(~x, apj), . . .}, s(~y)
S = {~s(~xi)}, ~xi :sampling point
Output: T = {apj}, Set of possible malicious

access points
if There exists a sample in our database with
all access points of s(~x) then

return T = ∅
end
else

T = difference between s(~x) and s(~y)
return T

end
Algorithm 1: Malicious access points detection

Algorithm 1 is illustrated by Figure 2. We can
see that the nodes quickly suspect the rogue AP1,
because nobody knows the set {AP1, AP2, AP3} or
the set {AP1, AP5, AP6}
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Figure 2: Black AP impersonating AP1. Red values
are suspected values.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Tools

4.1.1 Simulation

In order first validate our assumptions in a sim-
plified, yet large-scale environment we developed
a software simulator. The latter allows sequential
step-driven simulation of nodes, smart nodes, ac-
cess points and impostors. Each network entity can
broadcast and receive message, with queuing issues
simulated by a pseudo Random Early Detection al-
gorithm.3

A particular effort was made to ensure a modu-
lar and extensible design, allowing the current ver-
sion to be easily modified in the future to simu-
late similar projects and variations of our work. At
the time of writing, the source code takes more
than 1000 lines in Java, is highly configurable
through command-line arguments and provides a
GUI evolving throughout the simulation.

4.1.2 N810 Implementation

The Nokia N810 Internet Tablet is an Internet ap-
pliance from Nokia. Although it doesn’t offer GSM
capabilities, it allows the user to browse the Inter-

3Messages are dropped with a probability proportional to
p, where p = msgqueued/sizequeue is the occupancy state
of the buffer.

net and communicate using Wi-Fi networks or with
a mobile phone via Bluetooth.

It features the Internet Tablet OS 2008 Linux
distribution, which provides a Mozilla-based mobile
browser, a GPS navigation application, new media
player, and a refreshed interface. As mentioned ear-
lier, our goal was to evaluate how a standard ”off-
the-shelf” device would perform localization with-
out any change to the deployed infrastructure.

The real world implementation consists of the
two following parts. One C program getting all
the signals received at one position and one python
program reading the data and trying to estimate
the device’s position using the database.

Kernel calls (C) As expected, this was the
hardest part of the implementation. Nokia’s APIs
being unavailable at the time of development, it was
impossible to devise an easy way to get the signal
strengths. Even if the data were supposed to be
available through the D-Bus4 of the N810, Nokia
did not publish the wlancond interface, therefore
we were unable to use it to get the strengths using
the OS20085 operating system.

However, iwlist6 was able to get the data we
needed. By looking at its source code, we chose
to base our solution on its library (iwlib.h) to
retrieve the signal data. The resulting program cre-
ates an ioctl() call to the kernel, communicates
with the driver, and parses the received message
from the kernel. Each scan creates a linked list of
APdata(Mac address, Signal strength, Noise)
that is printed on reception from the kernel.

Although seemingly trivial, this task required
more than a thousand line of codes to properly
parse and receive driver’s data.

Localization (Python) Once we could easily
obtain the signal strengths at any position, we
started implementing our localization algorithm.

The algorithm itself works by trying to minimize
the Mean Square Error (MSE) of the signals re-
ceived.

4D-Bus is a message bus system, a simple way for appli-
cations to talk to one another. http://www.freedesktop.

org/wiki/Software/dbus
5Someone was able to reverse engineer the interface for an

old OS, but the code no longer worked with the new version
6from the linux standard wireless tools package
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To do so, we compute the error against each ref-
erence point in the database, and we chose as posi-
tion the one with the smallest value. The algorithm
is summarized at algorithm 2.

Input: Received signal strength and mac
addresses s[m]

Output: Estimated position
value = 0
foreach Point p in the reference database do

foreach Mac Address m in the database
do

if m in p and m in s then
value[p] = value[p] + (p[m]− s[m])2

end
else if m in p then

value[p] = value[p] + p[m]2

end
else if m in s then

value[p] = value[p] + s[m]2

end
end

end
return p = Min(value)

Algorithm 2: Localization on the N810

4.2 Results

4.2.1 Training

In order to test our implementation, we chose 34
reference points in the BC building, localized by
their position in the CH1903 Swiss metric coordi-
nate system. Figure 3 show the localization of these
points. The database was filled by taking five mea-
surements with the N810 at each of these points,
and storing the mean signal strengths.

Surprisingly, the average number of access points
per position was higher than 30.

To reduce the dimension space, we chose to dis-
card all signals with a power ratio below -80dBm.
Figure 4 plots the average signal strength and its
variance over all reference positions for each access
point.

Figure 5 illustrates the different signals received
at two different positions. We easily see the differ-
ences for these two specific positions; they receive
different strength for almost all access points.

Figures 6 allow us to see the evolution of the
signals by moving along an axis. We can easily

Figure 3: Reference points in the BC building.

Figure 4: Average signal and variance for each ac-
cess point.

see that wave propagation do not follow any sim-
ple model. In a perfect world, all signals should
decrease when the distance increases. But here we
see that sometimes the signal increases while we
approach or move away from the source.

The layout of the BC building also creates some
more problems, given its unique configuration with
an open space in the middle. We can see in Figure
6(b) for example that when we are exposed to the
open space, a lot more signals are received.

4.2.2 Gossip protocol

In Figure 7, we can see the efficiency of the gossip
protocol to distribute the database when each node
sends a message after some random time (Gaussian
with a mean of 20 steps and a variance of 8 steps).
So after approximately seven messages round, al-
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(a) East corridor

(b) North corridor

Figure 6: Received signal strengths as we move along corridors.
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Figure 5: Comparison of signals at two different
positions.

most all entries are known at each point7. Note
that the first five nodes (the smart nodes know the
entire database from the beginning: It is them that
will start distributing the database.

Figure 7: Distribution of database over time.

In Figure 8, we have the error over the time for
all nodes. We can see that as the distribution of
database increases (Figure 7), the error diminishes.

Figure 9 averages all the errors to give us the
overall average position error in function of time.
You will see in the next point that the simulated
world and protocol behaves almost as the real world
tests.

7We assume, for the sake of simulation, that nodes can
keep all database entries in memory. As those are typically
very few (less than 50 in our example), this shouldn’t be an
issue even though it isn’t required.

4.2.3 Spoofing Detection

When we add “Rogue” access points and have no
correction algorithm implemented, we can see that
nodes are easily abused. In Figure 10, there is an
access point impersonating another. We see that all
top nodes believe that they are on the left (green
link). This is due to the incorrect signal strength
they receive.

On Figure 11, however, we see that most of the
affected nodes suspect the rogue access point (yel-
low links); and therefore update their position ac-
cordingly.

5 Conclusion

Implementation of the proposed fully distributed
fingerprint localization scheme on internet tablets
in a highly-complex radio environment yielded a
precision in the order of 5 to 7 meters. Large-scale
software simulation provided further insight on the
efficiency of gossip protocols as an alternative to
infrastructure-based installations and security is-
sues.

Future work should include two aspects:

• Several alternative measures have been sug-
gested for fingerprint localization [7] [8]. Given
the reference implementation on the N810 ta-
bles, the algorithm could be modified to eval-
uate those measures and their corresponding
precision.

• Through simulation, improvements to the gos-
sip protocol communications can be considered
(Network Coding, etc.). These are likely to de-
pend on the environment and setup of partici-
pating nodes, but may yield significant perfor-
mance increase in noisy environments.
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Figure 8: All errors over time.

Figure 9: Average error over time.
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Figure 10: Clear case of spoofing.

Figure 11: Spoofing detection in action.
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